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Abstract

Determining the genetic bases of adaptations and their roles in speciation is a

prominent issue in evolutionary biology. Cichlid fish species flocks are a prime exam-

ple of recent rapid radiations, often associated with adaptive phenotypic divergence

from a common ancestor within a short period of time. In several radiations of fresh-

water fishes, divergence in ecomorphological traits — including body shape, colour,

lips and jaws — is thought to underlie their ecological differentiation, specialization

and, ultimately, speciation. The Midas cichlid species complex (Amphilophus spp.) of

Nicaragua provides one of the few known examples of sympatric speciation where

species have rapidly evolved different but parallel morphologies in young crater lakes.

This study identified significant QTL for body shape using SNPs generated via

ddRAD sequencing and geometric morphometric analyses of a cross between two eco-

logically and morphologically divergent, sympatric cichlid species endemic to crater

Lake Apoyo: an elongated limnetic species (Amphilophus zaliosus) and a high-bodied

benthic species (Amphilophus astorquii). A total of 453 genome-wide informative SNPs

were identified in 240 F2 hybrids. These markers were used to construct a genetic map

in which 25 linkage groups were resolved. Seventy-two segregating SNPs were linked

to 11 QTL. By annotating the two most highly supported QTL-linked genomic regions,

genes that might contribute to divergence in body shape along the benthic limnetic

axis in Midas cichlid sympatric adaptive radiations were identified. These results

suggest that few genomic regions of large effect contribute to early stage divergence in

Midas cichlids.
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patric speciation

Introduction

Rapid radiations of species are associated with adaptive

phenotypic divergence from a common ancestor in a

short period of time (Schluter 2000). Determining the

genetic basis of such adaptations is very much a focus

of contemporary evolutionary biology research

(reviewed in Elmer & Meyer 2011). One of the major

open questions in this field is to determine whether

adaptive speciation is typically driven by a few genes

of large effect or by many genes with small effects (e.g.

Michel et al. 2010; Nosil & Feder 2012). Theoretical

models predict that phenotypic and fitness effect sizes

have an exponential distribution with few alleles of

large effect and many of small effects (Orr 1999). How-

ever, much of the work underlying these predictions

does not take into account divergence with gene flow

(Smadja & Butlin 2011; Feder et al. 2012) such as would

be expected in situations of sympatric speciation by dis-

ruptive selection (Gavrilets 2003; Gavrilets et al. 2007).
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According to theoretical models, the few genes under

selection or physically linked to loci experiencing strong

disruptive selection can diverge, whereas gene flow will

homogenize the remainder of the genome, resulting in

genomic islands of speciation (e.g. Turner et al. 2005;

Noor & Feder 2006; Feder et al. 2012; Via 2012).

Recently, it has been shown (Michel et al. 2010) that in

Rhagoletis pomonella an insect model species for sym-

patric ecological speciation divergence was driven by

selection on numerous genomic regions as patterns of

genetic differentiation in geographical space were pres-

ent in most of the 33 microsatellite markers analysed

and the observed patterns of divergence could not be

explained by genetic drift or isolation by distance.

In the same species, Via et al. (2012) proposed 10 geno-

mic regions spread throughout all linkage groups

where divergence outliers cluster around divergently

selected QTL. However, in Atlantic cod, a single large

genomic region, specific to differentiation between two

interbreeding ecotypes, has been identified (Hemmer-

Hansen et al. 2013). How pervasive these two alterna-

tive genomic patterns of divergence with gene flow are

is still unknown and will require more work on more

species and ecological circumstances. More genome-

wide studies are required to better understand the

genetic mechanisms driving speciation at different

stages, to link genotype and phenotype and to under-

stand how the genetic architecture of the diverging

populations is shaped during this process (reviewed in

Elmer & Meyer 2011).

In particular, the identification of the number, size

and distribution of genomic regions underlying the evo-

lution of divergent adaptive phenotypes represents an

important first step in the analysis of the genomic bases

of adaptive divergence (Bernatchez et al. 2010). Once

genomic regions associated with divergent adaptive

phenotypes are identified, their levels of genetic differ-

entiation in natural populations can be compared with

the levels of differentiation in the rest of the genome to

determine the size of the affected genomic regions and

how strongly they have been impacted by selection

(Rogers & Bernatchez 2005; Renaut et al. 2012).

Recent advances in protocols of next-generation

sequencing techniques (Baird et al. 2008; Peterson et al.

2012) and bioinformatic analyses now allow genome-

wide scans of genomic variation. High-throughput next-

generation sequencing approaches, such as restriction

site-associated DNA sequencing (RAD genotyping),

enable the detection and genotyping of thousands of

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) distributed

throughout the genome (Baird et al. 2008). The advan-

tage of these approaches is that now genome-wide

information can be screened for a large number of indi-

viduals even in nonmodel organisms (Hohenlohe et al.

2010). These tools allow the construction of very dense

genetic linkage maps, subsequent population genomic

assessments and phylogenetic analyses (e.g. Hohenlohe

et al. 2010; Chutimanitsakun et al. 2011; Jones et al.

2013). Specifically, the double-digest (dd) RAD method

(Peterson et al. 2012) allows targeted robust recovery of

homologous genomic regions even without a reference

genome.

Interestingly, the first axis of differentiation in many

freshwater systems appears to be the limnetic benthic

one, which is normally reflected in body shape, that is,

in a nutshell, how ‘stretched-out’ a fish is. Adaptive

divergence into benthic and limnetic forms has been

documented in a range of freshwater fishes, including

sticklebacks (Larson 1976; McPhail 1984; Wootton 2009;

Willacker et al. 2010), whitefish and other salmonids

(Fenderson 1964; McCart 1970; Bernatchez et al. 1999,

2010; Landry et al. 2007; Bertrand et al. 2008; Gowell

et al. 2012; Siwertsson et al. 2013), perch (Svanb€ack &

Ekl€ov 2002; Kek€al€ainen et al. 2010), but also in Neotrop-

ical (Meyer 1990a,b) and African cichlids (Hulsey et al.

2013).

In sticklebacks, a linkage map of sympatric benthic

and limnetic forms found that different chromosomal

regions seemed to affect components of skeletal anat-

omy, yet some functional traits mapped to similar

chromosome regions, suggesting that genetic linkage

or pleiotropy might also play an important role (Pei-

chel et al. 2001). In benthic limnetic species pairs of

stickleback, Jones et al. (2012) identified divergence in

four genomic regions consistent across all the three

lakes they studied, also putatively associated with skin

pigmentation and pathogen resistance. However, all

such studies would benefit from the application of

multiple approaches (genome scans, analyses of gene

expression, QTL studies) on the same sets of popula-

tions to better understand the link between phenotype

and genomic island of divergence (Hendry et al. 2013).

Studies on whitefish using the same population pairs

for both QTL mapping and genome scans (Rogers &

Bernatchez 2005, 2007; Renaut et al. 2012; Gagnaire

et al. 2013) reported a colocalization of regions associ-

ated with phenotypic variation and regions of reduced

gene flow between sympatric benthic limnetic forms.

These studies have also suggested that the early stages

of speciation in whitefish are characterized by large

islands of divergence and that there is a correlation

between the overall level of differentiation and the size

and number of genomic regions of divergence (Renaut

et al. 2012). However, taxonomically broader compari-

sons are needed to further understand the fundamen-

tal genetic patterns underlying this ubiquitously used

limnetic benthic axis of divergence among freshwater

fishes.
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2010a). Pectoral fin base size and caudal peduncle

depth are, besides body shape, also important charac-

teristics for swimming performance and manoeuverabil-

ity (Pettersson & Br€onmark 1999; Blake et al. 2005;

Rouleau et al. 2010). Our study is the first QTL analysis

of external body morphology, based on a dense linkage

map, in fish species that have speciated sympatrically

(as sticklebacks have not speciated sympatrically). We

also functionally annotated the QTL regions detected by

the mapping analyses in an effort to identify a set of

candidate genes that might be responsible for the diver-

gence in external body morphology between benthic

and limnetic Midas cichlids from Lake Apoyo.

Materials and methods

The present study is based on wild-caught Amphilophus

astorquii and Amphilophus zaliosus that were collected in

Lake Apoyo, Nicaragua, in 2005 and 2007 as juveniles

and subsequently reared under laboratory conditions.

Fishes were collected and exported with permission of

MARENA (Nicaragua).

Genetic crosses

The genetic cross is based on a wild-caught female

A. astorquii with a wild-caught male A. zaliosus. Eggs of

the P0 were removed from the parental tank once

spawned. Upon maturity (ca. 1 year of age), we ran-

domly chose one pair (F1) as it formed, isolated them

into a different tank and allowed them to breed. This F1
pair produced a total of 240 F2 individuals. When the

F2 individuals were 18 months of age, all fish were pho-

tographed in a standardized manner for morphometric

analyses, and a fin clip was taken and preserved in eth-

anol for molecular analyses. To characterize the external

morphology of wild-caught, laboratory-reared A. astor-

quii (n 16) and A. zaliosus (n 41), we took standard-

ized photographs of adults and conducted both

traditional and geometric morphometric analyses.

Phenotypic analysis of laboratory-reared populations

From each photograph, 20 homologous landmarks and

semi-landmarks (Fig. S1, Supporting information) were

digitized by a single investigator (MLS) using the soft-

ware tpsDig v2.16 (Rohlf 2006). The landmark/semi-

landmark configurations obtained were then subjected

to a generalized Procrustes analysis with sliding of

semilandmarks (Bookstein 1997) in tpsRelw v1.49 (Rohlf

2007a) using the minimization of the squared Procrustes

distance as the sliding criterion (Perez et al. 2006). Cen-

troid size estimates for each specimen were also

computed. Non biologically-relevant shape variation

due to dorso-ventral arching of the fish body was mod-

elled in this study as a shape change vector (Valentin

et al. 2008; Fruciano et al. 2011, 2012) using a random

subset of 10 specimens each measured at five different

levels of dorso-ventral arching (10 shape change vec-

tors, one per model specimen, were obtained, and then,

a single shape change vector was computed by averag-

ing them). This shape variation was then removed from

the data set by projecting the shape variables constitut-

ing the data set to the multivariate subspace orthogonal

and therefore uncorrelated to such a vector (Valen-

tin et al. 2008; Fruciano et al. 2011, 2012). To remove the

allometric component of shape variation, we performed

a multivariate regression of shape on centroid size in

MorphoJ v1.05f (Klingenberg 2011) and used the regres-

sion residuals in all downstream analyses.

To test the hypothesis that body shape differed

between adult individuals of the two species of Midas

cichlids used here, despite being raised under the same

laboratory conditions, we used the permutational proce-

dure based on Procrustes distances implemented in

MorphoJ (1000 permutations). Differences in mean

shape between species were visualized with a wire-

frame graph.

To analyse specific external body morphological traits

that have a well-understood effect on swimming perfor-

mance (Pettersson & Br€onmark 1999; Blake et al. 2005;

Rouleau et al. 2010) and hence are expected to be of eco-

logical relevance, linear measurements were also calcu-

lated from landmarks for the pectoral fin base size and the

depth of the caudal peduncle. We used ANCOVAs on

each log-transformed linear measurement using the loga-

rithm of centroid size as a covariate (thus controlling for

allometry) to test for the difference in these traits among

the twowild-caught laboratory-reared groups.

Phenotypic analyses for QTL

QTL studies commonly use scores of individuals along

individual principal component axes as a measure of

shape variation (Carrier et al. 2005; Mezey et al. 2005).

However, scores along individual principal components

are not necessarily biologically relevant. A plot of the

scores of the parental groups and F2 individuals along

the first two principal component axes (Fig. 2) clearly

reveals that the biologically relevant variation in shape

between A. astorquii and A. zaliosus is not parallel to the

first or the second principal component axis, so scores

along one of these axes would not have biological

meaning. For this reason, we used between-group prin-

cipal component analysis (Boulesteix 2005; Mitteroecker

& Bookstein 2011) to compute a between-species

principal component and obtained the projection of

each F2 individual along this axis with NTSYSpc v2.20o
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noninformative markers that are not heterozygous in

any of the F1s and that generate an aa:ab:bb ratio of

1:0:0, 0:0:1 or 0:1:0; b) unmappable markers where the

parentals share an allele (i.e. they are aa 9 ab or

ab 9 aa), and one F1 inherited the P1- (or P2-) exclusive

allele, but the other did not, thus producing a test-cross

(ab 9 aa) that generates a 1:1 ratio; c) under severe

segregation distortion, which most likely reflects bad

marker quality and technical artefacts. To assess the

robustness of our results with different levels of strin-

gency in marker selection, we also used a more strin-

gent threshold for either segregation distortion (step c

above, v
2 test P 0.01) or proportion of missing data

(markers present in at least 80% of individuals).

Linkage map construction

A biparental F2 linkage map was constructed using the

F2 design of JoinMap v4 software (Van Ooijen 2006).

The RAD-based approach generates large amounts of

missing data and incorrect genotypes (i.e. miscalled ho-

mozygotes) (Ward et al. 2013). This can lead to incorrect

ordering at small map distances and inflated map size.

An algorithm to correct these mistakes has been

recently developed, but is not yet applicable for bipa-

rental maps (Ward et al. 2013). To address these issues

and maintain quality control, markers were used for

linkage map construction were selected with the proce-

dure described above to minimize the impact of miss-

ing data on linkage map estimation and QTL detection

(Fig. S2, Supporting information). The parameters used

for linkage map construction were as follows: a linkage

LOD threshold above 14.0 was used to group loci on

linkage groups (LGs). Loci were ordered using the Kos-

ambi function with LOD >3 and recombination frequen-

cies <0.40. This generated 30 LGs, which were reduced

to 25 by sequentially assigning markers to the groups of

highest and strongest cross-link (SCL) using a SCL-LOD

threshold of 10.0.

QTL mapping

QTL analyses were performed for the three traits

described above (body shape, fin base width and caudal

peduncle depth) using the RAD markers from which

the linkage map was built. Interval mapping (IM)

analysis was conducted using the MapQtl v5 program

(Van Ooijen 2004) with a 1 cM increment. LOD thresh-

olds for testing the significance of QTL peaks were cal-

culated using 1000 permutations for each of the trait

data sets and a significance level of P < 0.05. To

increase the precision of the QTL mapping, markers

with LOD scores exceeding the calculated threshold

were selected as cofactors, then the automatic cofactor

selection routine (ACS) was applied to retain a cofactor

among the previously selected ones for each linkage

group (P-value for automatic cofactor selection 0.02).

The Multiple QTL mapping analysis (MQM) was finally

applied using the selected cofactors. QTL were desig-

nated for those peaks that reached the genome-wide

and chromosome-wide significance level of 0.05 deter-

mined by permutations.

Gene prediction and functional annotation

To annotate the detected QTL regions, the Nile tilapia

(Oreochromis niloticus), an African cichlid fish, genome

(Broad Institute, MIT, USA) was used as a reference

(Orenil1.0, Ensembl v72). To retrieve the genome

sequences of the highly supported QTL regions (exceed-

ing the genome-wide significance threshold), the follow-

ing pipelines were used: (i) the RAD loci significant at the

genome-wide level and the most proximal loci significant

at the chromosome level (CL) (one upstream and one

downstream to the genome-wide significant loci consider-

ing the linkage map distance) were aligned to the draft of

the Midas genome (unpublished data) using the BLASTn

algorithm; (ii) a custom Perl script was used to extract, for

each locus, a sequence of 1000 bp from the Midas genome

(respectively, 450 bp downstream and upstream relative

to the BLAST-hit coordinates); (iii) the 1000 bp sequences

thus obtained were aligned to the tilapia genome using

BLASTn and the region spanning the BLAST-hits was

retained; (iv) gene sequences were retrieved from these

regions using the available gene prediction of the tilapia

genome. Blast2GO (Conesa et al. 2005) was used to per-

form the functional annotation of the genes included in

the QTL regions. To test for the presence of significant GO

term frequency differences in the genes occurring in the

QTL regions, each QTL-linked gene set was compared

with a baseline including all tilapia genes using the

enrichment analysis implemented in Blast2Go using the

Fisher’s exact test (Fisher 1934) and setting the false

discovery rate to 0.05 (Benjamini & Yekutieli 2001). The

enrichment analysis was also performed comparing the

two QTL-linked gene sets.

Results

Phenotypic variation between species and among F2
individuals

We found a significant difference in mean body shape

between the two parental (laboratory-reared) species

Amphilophus astorquii and Amphilophus zaliosus (Procrus-

tes distance 0.041; P < 0.001). The difference in

mean shape between the two groups reflected the differ-

ences between A. astorquii and A. zaliosus previously
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Linkage map

The three linkage maps resolved 25 LGs (Fig. S3, Sup-

porting information). The total size of the map with 453

markers is 1 368.198 cM, representing an average marker

spacing of approximately 3 cM. The size and number of

LGs is comparable with current knowledge of the chro-

mosome number of Neotropical cichlids (n 24) (Feld-

berg et al. 2003) and previous studies on Midas cichlids

that also resolved 25 LGs (Recknagel et al. 2013b).

QTL mapping

Across the three mapped major phenotypic traits body

shape, pectoral fin width and caudal peduncle width a

total of eleven QTL regions were found (Table 1). The

two most prominent QTL peaks, significant at the gen-

ome-wide threshold (P < 0.05), were for body shape

(LG3 LOD score: 3.90) and for pectoral fin width (LG6

LOD score: 4.06) (Table 1 and Fig. 5). The remaining nine

QTL regions were statistically significant (P < 0.05) at the

chromosome-wide level. Of these, three QTL associated

with body shape were located on three different linkage

groups (LG7 LOD score: 2.75; LG10 LOD score: 2.38;

LG14 LOD score: 2.61), two QTL associated with pec-

toral fin width were located on two linkage groups (LG5

LOD score: 2.34; LG18 LOD score: 2.77), and four QTL

associated with caudal peduncle depth (LG2 LOD score:

2.44; LG8 LOD score: 2.48; LG9 LOD score: 2.38; LG10

LOD score: 2.68). A total of 72 markers were linked to the

QTL regions considering the 1.5 CI (confidence interval

in which the LOD score is within 1.5 units of its maxi-

mum). Two QTL regions significant at the chromosome-

wide level (one for body shape and one for caudal

peduncle depth) showed a wide overlap on LG10. The

QTL found using the more stringent map in terms of

missing values (301 markers) were located in the same

regions as the ones found with the less stringent map

(Fig. S3, Supporting information). Implementing the map

obtained using a more stringent segregation distortion

threshold, we found 10 of the 11 QTL found in the map

with 453 loci. The QTL obtained with the less stringent

map but absent in the more stringent one was located in

a region of LG9 where there was only a marker that was

excluded in the latter map. Analysing the ratio of body

depth and standard length as a redundant measure of

body shape recovered the same QTL regions found when

analysing scores along the between-group principal com-

ponent.

Gene prediction and functional annotation

The two narrow QTL regions significant at the genome-

wide level were annotated based on the tilapia genome:

body shape and pectoral fin size. Tilapia is the only

cichlid species with an annotated genome, and, even

though African and Neotropical cichlids shared a com-

mon ancestor 60 90 MYA (Farias et al. 1999), the overall

levels of synteny between these two lineages are highly

conserved (Recknagel et al. 2013b). For the body shape

QTL, we annotated the genomic region spanning the

locus significant at the genome-wide level and the

upstream locus significant at the chromosome-wide

level (loci included in the 1.5-LOD confidence interval:

4.156 5.056 cM). As no loci that were significant at the

chromosome-wide level were linked to this QTL region

downstream from the locus significant at the genome-

wide level, we extended the annotation to a down-

stream region of the same length of the selected

Table 1 Summary of the QTL detected for the three traits analysed external body shape morphology, pectoral fine base size and

caudal pedunculum depth. For each QTL, nearest locus, position, LOD score, 1.5 CI (confidence interval in which the LOD score is

within 1.5 units of its maximum) and explained variance are shown. For each trait, LOD significance threshold was calculated by

10 000 permutations. QTL exceeding the genome wide (GW) significance threshold are in bold. QTL and confidence interval position

are given in centimorgan (cM)

Trait Nearest locus Linkage group Position (cM) LOD 1.5 CI (cM) Variance explained (%)

Body shape L 105438 3 4.609 3.90 4.156 5.056 7.9

Body shape L 110835 7 34.528 2.75 17.452 38.528 5.2

Body shape L 158912 10 52.893 2.38 30.751 54.017 4.5

Body shape L 7781 14 0.000 2.61 0.000 11.191 4.9

Pectoral fin L 31360 5 1.584 2.34 0.000 18.947 4.3

Pectoral fin L 37242 6 55.594 4.06 53.098 56.594 8.5

Pectoral fin L 5930 18 35.135 2.77 10.000 49.094 5.1

Caudal peduncle L 47275 2 3.000 2.44 0.000 9.815 5.1

Caudal peduncle L 132266 8 36.310 2.48 31.972 62.416 5.2

Caudal peduncle L 48952 9 37.466 3.38 24.012 57.546 5.7

Caudal peduncle L 53297 10 40.790 2.68 23.751 54.017 5.5
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and incomplete lineage sorting is even more prevalent

among the younger species such as those forming the

crater Lake Xilo"a radiation (Kautt et al. unpublished

data).

Our RADseq data set resulted in 453 informative and

high-quality SNPs upon which our QTL analyses were

based. To maximize the number of informative markers,

we included markers fixed in both parents (i.e. aa x bb)

and also markers where one of the parents was hetero-

zygous and the parental origin of the alleles could be

known (for example, if parent one was aa, parent two

was ab, and both of the F1 parents were ab). We limited

the number of missing data in our analyses (the final

genotype data set has <15% missing values), because

large amounts of missing data might distort results in

QTL analyses (Zhang et al. 2010). It has been shown

that increasing levels of missing markers decreases the

power of QTL detection and increases the false discov-

ery rate. Missing loci have greater effects on smaller

effect QTL and smaller size populations (Zhang et al.

2010) and, not knowing in advance the distribution of

the QTL effect size, removing the loci with high propor-

tion of missing data represents a conservative choice.

After the rigorous selection of loci, the number of infor-

mative markers we detected (453) was slightly smaller

than those used in our previous genetic mapping study

of Midas cichlids (755) (Recknagel et al. 2013b). This

discrepancy is mainly due to the fact that the previous

study used both a higher number of F2 progeny (347

individuals) and a less stringent locus selection strategy

(about 25% missing values).

Methods for QTL analyses of multidimensional

phenotypic data with a high number of loci and in the

presence of missing data as is inherent to genotyping-

by-sequencing remain to be developed. To map phe-

notypic differences in body shape, we therefore used a

univariate measure that incorporates the multidimen-

sional nature of fish body shape. We did this through a

projection on a vector in multivariate shape space (i.e.

the between-groups principal component). This choice

has two advantages relative to other possible measures

of body shape variation: 1) it has a clear biological

interpretation (i.e. how much zaliosus-like or astorquii-

like each individual is), and 2) it allows for a rigorous

and easily interpretable visualization of the morphologi-

cal variation because scores along the between-groups

principal component can be visualized in terms of

shape change. We performed separate analyses on two

other putatively important functional traits, pectoral fin

base size and caudal peduncle depth, because the

between-groups principal component captured the main

differences between parental species (i.e. body depth),

but it was not able to capture the more limited variation

in the other two traits. All the morphological traits

studied here differ between the two parental species

and are therefore statistically correlated (for instance,

both pectoral fin base size and caudal peduncle depth

are higher in A. astorquii). In our QTL analyses, differ-

ent but statistically correlated traits mapped to different

genomic regions and therefore provide an internal vali-

dation of our results. In fact, the same genomic region

may have otherwise been recovered if the correlation

among traits was caused by pleiotropy or close physical

linkage, or as a statistical artefact due to their correla-

tion. Because the different traits map to different

regions of the genome, this may indicate that divergent

selection is acting on different regions of the genome.

Genetic basis of ecologically relevant traits

Previous studies have exclusively investigated morpho-

logical variation between wild-caught adult specimens

(Elmer et al. 2010a) and were therefore unable to rule

out the possibility that some of the observed differences

were due to phenotypically plastic responses of the

examined traits. The parental fish investigated in this

study were collected in Lake Apoyo as small fry, were

reared under identical laboratory conditions and still

retained the expected morphological differences

between parental species. This suggests that a strong

genetic component underlies the putatively adaptive

morphological traits targeted here despite the recent

shared ancestry of these species (Barluenga &Meyer 2010;

Kautt et al. 2012) and despite the fact that it is known that

some aspects of the morphology of these fish (e.g. the pha-

ryngeal jaws) are phenotypically plastic (Meyer 1990a,b;

Muschick et al. 2011) as for other cichlids as well (e.g. Hu-

ysseune 1995; Gunter et al. 2013). The presence of such a

strong genetic component in external body morphology

allows, in turn, to investigate which genomic regions are

responsible for the observed phenotypic divergence

betweenA. astorquii andA. zaliosus.

Here, we identified two distinct genomic regions

associated with two divergent external morphological

traits: body shape and pectoral fin base size. These

traits, among others, are associated with hydrodynamic

drag and thrust forces and have been suggested to be

integral in swimming performance in fish (Drucker &

Lauder 2003; Rouleau et al. 2010). The elongate body

shape found in A. zaliosus is likely adaptive for

movement in open water environments, as a more

streamlined shape allows for a higher swimming per-

formance, or a faster critical swimming speed and

higher endurance level. Feeding in open water would

most probably require good prolonged swimming abil-

ity in order to travel long distances to search for patch-

ily distributed prey. By comparison, prey searching in

the shallower more structurally complex benthic zone
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probably requires short fast swimming bouts and more

manoeuvering, and benthic individuals with a higher

body are likely to exhibit a steeper power curve than

open water fish (e.g. Pettersson & Br€onmark 1999; Blake

et al. 2005; Rouleau et al. 2010). A broader pectoral fin

base is associated with a more powerful fin movement

and is typically found in more manoeuverable benthic

fish that are associated with the rocky habitat of the

littoral zone (Pettersson & Br€onmark 1999; Blake et al.

2005; Rouleau et al. 2010). In salmonid fishes, for exam-

ple, the pectoral fins are adducted against the body

during constant-speed swimming the type of swim-

ming behaviour expected in open water environments

while these fins are actively recruited for a variety of

movement behaviours such as hovering, low-speed

turning and rapid deceleration of the body during

breaking (Drucker & Lauder 2003). A similar relation-

ship has been found between pectoral fin size and habi-

tat-specific foraging behaviour in a variety of other

freshwater fish suggesting a strong functional relation-

ship between pectoral fin size and mode of feeding

and high potential for selection acting on this trait in

the two different lacustrine habitats (reviewed in

Drucker & Lauder 2003). Such traits are therefore likely

to be under divergent or disruptive selection in differ-

ent trophic niches along the benthic limnetic axis.

Candidate genes for body shape differences

In support of this role in adaptive divergence, the most

highly supported QTL-linked region was associated

with body shape. It spanned 3.249 Mb on a scaffold that

included 20 annotated genes. This set of genes does not

show any particular enrichment in specific GO terms.

However, although at present we cannot estimate their

potential role in the phenotypic divergence of the stud-

ied species pair, two genes may be of particular rele-

vance to body shape. The first codes for the a-3 subunit

of Collagen VI, a structural protein that plays a critical

role in bone development and remodelling and muscle

growth (Christensen et al. 2012 and references therein).

The second gene codes for a glycerol kinase that plays

a key role at the interface of glucose lipid metabolism

and has been proposed as an important regulator in the

metabolic pathways of food assimilation (Panserat et al.

2009).

The genomic region associated with pectoral fin base

size was located on a different linkage group and

spanned 2.386 Mb that included 54 annotated genes

(Table S2, Supporting information). These genes have a

wide set of functions, as shown by an absence of over-

representation of specific GO categories. Of particular

interest for further work might be two genes that code

for proteins known to play a critical role in food intake

and processing, hydroxypyruvate isomerase and a

cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated transcript (CART).

Hydroxypyruvate isomerase has been suggested to be

associated with the modulation of negative feedback of

glucose on food intake (Mennigen 2011). Additionally,

transcripts of the CART group have been shown to be

involved in the response to fasting in goldfish (Volkoff

& Peter 2001), cod (Kehoe & Volkoff 2007), catfish (Ko-

bayashi et al. 2008) and Atlantic salmon (Murashita

et al. 2009) and in an increase in motor activity in rat

(Kimmel et al. 2000). In Cypriniformes, orexin A (the

response to which is modulated by CART) does not

only stimulate food consumption, but also enhances

locomotor activity (Matsuda et al.2011), and amphet-

amine has been shown to reduce response to food

and increased swimming activity in the cichlid

Pelvicachromis pulcher (Munro 1986).

In a third putatively adaptive morphological trait, the

depth of the caudal peduncle, we found no association

that was significant at the genome-wide level, although

we did identify an association at the less stringent chro-

mosome level of significance.

The size, location and gene composition of the geno-

mic regions identified should at this stage be treated

with some caution as they were annotated using the

Nile tilapia genome, which being an African cichlid is

up to ca. 90 MYA divergent from the Neotropical cich-

lids (Farias et al. 1999, 2001; Azuma et al. 2008). We are

currently sequencing the complete genome of the Midas

cichlid (Fan et al., unpublished data), which will soon

allow us to confirm the location of the QTL regions we

identified here. However, in support of our inferences,

previous synteny analyses found a high degree of

conservation between tilapia and Midas cichlid (see

Recknagel et al. 2013b).

How do RNAseq and QTL data compare?

Previous studies seeking genomic differences between

benthic and limnetic Midas cichlids have generally also

found few regions of divergence between sister taxa

(Elmer et al. 2010b; Fan et al. 2012; Kautt et al. 2012). So

far, however, we did not find common candidate genes

between this study and genes previously found to show

signs of positive selection (high Ka/Ks) in our earlier

transcriptomic comparison of the same pair of species

(Elmer et al. 2010b). There are at least five possible rea-

sons why the different analyses do not detect the same

genes: 1) the number of markers detected throughout

the genome in this study is not large enough to capture

all the genes correlated with the traits (we sequenced

118 636 loci shared between the parents while an in sil-

ico exploration of the draft Midas genome recovered

599 773 potential RAD tags); 2) in the RNAseq study 1
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721 ESTs that is, a small portion of the coding regions

of the Midas cichlid genome were tested for signa-

tures of diversifying selection; 3) the phenotypic effect

size of the genes detected by Elmer et al. (2010b) is

small and difficult to detect using a QTL approach; 4)

the tissues collected for the transcriptomic analyses

(Elmer et al. 2010b) were collected at ontogenetic stages

where genes relevant for the divergence in swimming

ability between the two species might not be expressed;

5) rare transcripts might have been missed or miRNAs

could be responsible for phenotypic differentiation at

early stages during speciation (a possibility we are fol-

lowing up on through small RNA libraries and compar-

ative genomics for miRNA differences among incipient

species of cichlid fishes).

Genomics of limnetic and benthic body shapes in
cichlids and other fish

In contrast to our findings in Midas cichlids, many dif-

ferent genes were found to be associated with body

shape in recently diverged populations of sticklebacks

(Albert et al. 2008). For example, QTL studies on body

shape divergence between marine and freshwater popu-

lations of sticklebacks reported 26 chromosome regions

(QTL) on 17 linkage groups, 36 QTL on 12 linkage

groups and 41 QTL on 13 linkage groups (Albert et al.

2008; Rogers et al. 2012). A genomic scan of natural

populations (Hohenlohe et al. 2010) has shown nine

regions consistently differentiated between marine and

freshwater sticklebacks and that one of these regions is

adjacent to one of the QTL identified by Albert et al.

(2008). A more recent genomic scan on multiple

marine freshwater stickleback populations (Jones et al.

2012) identified FST outliers in 16 regions of 10 chromo-

somes. Body shape in salmon was also found to be

associated with many small effect size QTL and few

QTL of major effect, spread across 15 different linkage

groups (Boulding et al. 2008). Like Midas cichlids,

whitefish have benthic and limnetic ecomorphs, but in

those cases, QTL identified were strongly associated

with growth rate, behavioural differences and life his-

tory; QTL associated with body shape in a morphomet-

ric sense have not been identified so far. Alternatively,

it may be the case that with the current QTL approach

we were only detecting highly differentiated regions,

while other small effect size regions in the genome

could not be detected.

The field of evolutionary genomics is beginning to be

able to investigate genome-wide patterns and

mechanisms underlying the genetics of speciation.

Increasingly, it is being shown that different organisms

show different patterns of divergence across the gen-

ome at similar stages of speciation (Mayr 1942; Wu &

Ting 2004; Orr 2005; Elmer & Meyer 2011; Nosil &

Schluter 2011; Nadeau et al. 2012; Nosil & Feder 2012;

Andrew & Rieseberg 2013). Processes fundamentally

related to those differences are gene flow, selection,

recombination, divergence hitchhiking and genome

hitchhiking (Feder et al. 2012; Nosil & Feder 2012).

Here, we uncovered patterns of genome-wide diver-

gence in a study system where sympatric speciation is

in the relatively early stages (Meyer 1990a,b; Wilson

et al. 2000; Barluenga et al. 2006; Elmer et al. 2010a).

Outlook: genomics of parallel evolution in Midas
cichlids

The current study opens the door for future integrated

studies on determining how selection is acting on natu-

ral populations of divergent cichlid morphs that will

provide insights into the patterns and processes of

genomic divergence at different points along the specia-

tion continuum. In particular, this study presents one of

the few accounts so far of the genomic basis of diver-

gent external body morphology in a fish species. As the

adaptive value of body shape difference is well under-

stood, any further knowledge about the genomic archi-

tecture of these traits is of great interest for

evolutionary biologists. By identifying specific genomic

regions associated with variation in an ecologically rele-

vant set of traits in this pair of species, we enable future

population-level studies.

In future studies, we plan to investigate whether

these regions play a major role in the adaptive sympat-

ric radiation of cichlid fish in Lake Apoyo, and if these

regions are associated with reproductive isolation

between species pairs. A study on the genetic basis of

divergence in trophic morphology (such as pharyngeal

jaws) in this species pair is currently underway. This

follow-up study will allow us to investigate the number

of genomic regions responsible for divergence in this

other important adaptive trait and if these are colocal-

ized with the regions we identified here.

Lastly, given that morphologically parallel benthic

and limnetic species are also found in crater Lake Xilo"a

(Elmer et al. 2010a), a QTL mapping project with the

same design as the present is currently underway. Iden-

tifying the genomic regions associated with divergence

in morphology along the benthic limnetic continuum in

a similar species pair from Lake Xilo"a using the same

design will allow us to determine whether parallel vari-

ation in these adaptive traits arises through genetic var-

iation at the same or different genomic regions. Because

the Midas cichlid species flock in crater Lake Xilo"a is

younger (Elmer et al. 2010a, 2013), comparing QTL

regions identified in fish inhabiting Lake Xilo"a with

those identified here will allow us to determine whether
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the number of QTL regions are similar or not, whether

they are homologous or whether there are changes at

different time points along the speciation continuum.

Eventually, we hope to identify the genes responsible

for these parallel morphological solutions to similar eco-

logical challenges and to determine whether the same,

homologous, genes and even similar mutations might

be responsible or not. At this point, it is hard to predict

the answer, because evolution may not always use the

same genetic or genomic route to reach the same phe-

notypic end.
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